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Now, by the original choice of U1 Vo has the property required by 
the theorem. 

We remark that the same proof holds, with trivial modifications, 
for homology local connectivity. 

I t is an open question whether the neighborhood V can be required 
to be connected. 
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UNCONDITIONAL CONVERGENCE IN BANACH SPACES 
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Introduction. This note investigates an apparent generalization of 
unconditionally convergent series ^ x » in weakly complete Banach 
spaces. A series of elements with Xi in E is said to be unconditionally 
convergent if for every variation of sign €j= ± 1 , ^™eiXi is con
vergent. This formulation of the definition of unconditional con
vergence is equivalent to that given by Orliczjé].1 We call ^Xi un
conditionally summable if there exists a finite row Toeplitz matrix 
(bik) such that for every variation of sign a \= ]C*-A*& 2?-i€*x* 
converges. The fact that unconditional summability implies uncon
ditional convergence is established in this note. Finally, applications 
to orthogonal functions are presented. 

Preliminary lemmas. In what follows, bik will denote an arbitrary 
finite row Toeplitz matrix. 

LEMMA 1. If Sn(0) = ]C?a* f *(0) converges to an essentially bounded 
function f (t), then | ^>2™anrn(d)\ ^c almost everywhere. (rn(d) denote the 
Rademacher functions. ) 

PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of the result that 

max J «iTi(0) \)de) 
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for all m [3], For, applying (1) for p = 00, we get 
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LEMMA 2. /ƒ o-^= 22?-A'fc22?-i €*a* converges for every € j = ± l , 
tó^w 22*1011 < °°-

PROOF. We first establish that if Ai= 22*ïi ^»*€* converges for 
every variation of sign €*= ± 1 , then 22*-1 M<*| ^ £ f ° r every i. If 
we observe that { ( 4 ^ ) = ^ } » is a sequence of elements in (I) 
(space of absolutely convergent series), then the hypothesis implies 
that Xi converges weakly for all functionals ƒ of the form ƒ = {e^}. A 
result of Banach [ l ] implies Xi are strongly convergent and hence 
IWI == 22*-1 1-̂ **1 =*C' We now complete the proof. Since 

n% k nj r- m "*1 nj 
<n — 22 *** 22 €iffi ^ 22 ** a*22 J<* ^ 22 €«4<i 

/c=l J=»l {«1 L k~l J Z-l 

converges, we have, in view of the preceding, that 

(2) 
22 *<* 22 eiai 

k=*l = 22U«I &c. 
If we replace the €1 by n(0), then the hypothesis states that o\-(0) 
converges for every 0. In virtue of a known result [ô], this implies 
that Sm(0) = 22r^^K^) converges almost everywhere. This fact com
bined with (2) yields easily by Lemma 1 that almost everywhere 

22 <Vn(0) £C, n = 1, 2, 

Using the independence of the Rademacher functions, we obtain for 
|X*| g 1 that 

22 ^nXn= I ( 22 <V»(«) ) I I (1 + *#h(fi))dO 

^ c f n (i + *#h(o))do ^ a 
j 0 1 

Choosing Xn = sign an, we get 221 #n| < °°, which completes the proof. 
The hypothesis requiring every set {e?} in the lemma is necessary. 

For there exist numbers ai with 22a?<°°> 22lai |=5=0O> a n d 
22ö*r*(0) convergent almost everywhere, for example ai=*l/l. 

Another result needed in the same direction is the following : 
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LEMMA 3. If for almost all variation of sign 

n% Je 

zïj **fc X) €iai 

then ^l\ai\ < <*>. 

PROOF. In view of the hypothesis and the proof of the preceding 
lemma, it will be sufficient to show that d— ]£?Li&a]C?-i€*0* 
converges almost everywhere. We proceed to show this. The hy
pothesis implies that for o\-(0) = 2Zï*-i^aSf-irKö)ö?, we have for 
any p > 1 

ƒ' 
•/ o 

<ri(6)\*d$ g y. 

From a result of Banach and Saks [5], we infer 

ƒ» 1 I 1 m 1 n 

- 2><»(«) - - E **(*) 
<20 = 0 . 

This can be represented as a new Toeplitz matrix E operating on 
E î W i M with E(Sm(0)) = {*,' } - {( l /n) 2Xi*<»}- Consequently, 
(3) states that 

(4) f K(0) — crl(ff) |'d»—>0. 
•J o 

But this yields the existence of a subsequence 0* (̂0) which con
verges almost everywhere. As above, this can be represented as 
{<Tnk{0)}=E'{<Tn'(0))=E'E{Sn(e)) where E'E is a new Toeplitz 
matrix. Hence, we have exhibited a Toeplitz matrix which sums 
5m(0). As in Lemma 1 this implies that Sm(d) converges almost every
where. Q.E.D. 

The theorems. We now establish several results on unconditional 
convergent series in a Banach space E, 

We assume that E is weakly complete. 

THEOREM 1. If for tft£E, ] T ^ is summable weakly by a Toeplitz 
matrix for every variation of sign, that is, 

n% h 

<n = z2 bik 22 *i%i 
fc»l 2 - 1 

converges weakly as elements, then ]T)ffi is unconditionally convergent. 
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PROOF. In view of the fact that E is weakly complete, it is sufficient 
to demonstrate that ]C|/(X*)| < °° f ° r every functional ƒ [see [4]). 
If ƒ denotes an arbitrary functional and a» ==ƒ(#»), the hypothesis 
implies that, for every variation of sign €*= ± 1 , 22*~A'*]C?«i €*a* 
converges. If we apply Lemma 2, we obtain that 

El*i | < ^ or El/(*i)| < °°-
The following similar result can be established with the use of 

Lemma 3. 

THEOREM 2. If E is weakly complete and || ]CI£ I^*]L?- I € I X *I I = C 
for almost all variation of signs, then ^2xi is unconditionally convergent. 

A final result in this connection is the following. We assume that 
E is weakly complete. 

THEOREM 3. If for every rearrangement there exists a positive Toeplitz 
matrix with ]C2«A*X]?»i#e(J) convergent for xi in £ , then Ylxi con' 
verges unconditionally. 

PROOF. If f{xi)~au we assert that ]Cla*l < ° ° - Otherwise there 
exists a rearrangement with X/**(<z) — °° anc^ Xi*aw(g)>0 for every 
m. This implies that, for any positive Toeplitz matrix, ]£*Li&*& 
]Cîan(0)—*°° which contradicts the hypothesis. The remainder of 
the proof is straightforward. 

Applications. We shall now apply these results to complete orthog
onal systems of functions. It is customary in treating bounded 
orthogonal systems to assume that the Lebesque kernel is summable 
by a finite row Toeplitz matrix, that is 

J 0 £ = 1 Z=l 
dt < C 

[2] almost everywhere in 0. We make this assumption and establish 
the following theorem. 

THEOREM 4. If f or every variation of sign €1= ± 1 , {eiai} are the 
Fourier coefficients with respect to {<l>k(t)} of a function in Lp(p*£l), 
then {diai} are the Fourier coefficients of a function in Lp for every 
sequence of numbers dk with \dk\ 2*1. 

We first demonstrate a lemma. 

LEMMA. If ^Xi converges unconditionally, then || *]OidiXi\\SC for 
all di with \di\ g l . 
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PROOF. The hypothesis implies that 

(5) 2 eixi 
l 

^ C 

for all m and €i= ± 1 . For each m and Z = l, • • • , m with \di\ g l 
there exists a functional fm with | / m | = 1 such that 

(6) 
2=1 

= /m( ÏZ <*I*l)-

We obtain now using (5) and (6) 

m 

Z) dlfm(xi) g 2 1 /»(*ï) I 
1 I 1 

m / m \ 

£ ƒ« 2 €I*I 
1 II 

SC. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 4. Let <r<(/) = Z j t -A* Sf-iWjcMO» then in 
virtue of the criterion that a sequence of real numbers be the Fourier 
coefficients of a function in Lp [2], we conclude that ^ai<j>i(t) is un
conditionally summable in Lp. Applying Theorem 1, we obtain that 
^ai<l>i(t) is unconditionally convergent. The above lemma implies 

that ^™diai<l)i(t) is uniformly bounded in Lp for any fixed set of di. 
Applying the criterion for determining Fourier coefficient in Lp gives 
us the result. 
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